In the 1930s, the government-sponsored
Home Owners' Loan Corporation (HOLC)
created color-coded maps of cities across
the U.S. These maps colored the "safest"
neighborhoods ◼︎and the "riskiest"
neighborhoods ◼︎. In a practice known as
redlining, neighborhoods earned a red color
if black residents lived in them. The Federal
Home Loan Bank Board used these maps to
deny lending and investment opportunities
to black Americans.
In this way, American cities were segregated
by law and public policy (de jure), not by
residential preferences (de facto).
In Utah, two cities, Ogden and Salt Lake City,
adopted HOLC-compliant maps. These maps
explicitly mentioned race in their
neighborhood descriptions and worked
alongside racially restrictive property deeds
to segregate Utah's communities of color.
Today, the legacy of redlining continues to
deny Utahns of color of their access to
housing and economic opportunity and even
explains disparate environmental impacts
and health outcomes.

To learn more, visit the resources below:
Richard Rothstein (2017), The Color of Law
The Salt Lake Tribune (2021), See the maps: Where
redlining happened in Utah
University of Richmond's Digital Scholarship Lab,
Mapping Inequality: Redlining in New Deal America
Utah Department of Cultural & Community
Engagement (2020), African Americans and Salt
Lake's West Side
Utah Department of Health (2018), The Utah
Health Improvement Index
230 South 500 West
#216, Salt Lake City,
UT 84101
www.utahhousing.org
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The U.S. Department of Commerce's
Advisory Committee on Zoning
develops a manual promoting
exclusionary zoning ordinance

The Supreme Court,
in Plessy v. Ferguson,
upholds racial
segregation. As a
result, racial zoning
ordinances, which
confine black
residents to specific
neighborhoods,
spread across the U.S.

The Federal Housing Administration
issues an Underwriting Manual
instructing real estate agents to
maintain neighborhoods' social and
racial composition. Racial covenants
sprout up to prevent black residents
from owning property in white
neighborhoods
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Federal Civil Rights Act of 1866
bans race-based housing
discrimination and declares it to
be a residue of slave status
The Supreme Court in Buchanan
v. Warley rules that racial zoning
ordinances are unlawful
Single-family (exclusionary) zoning
emerges as a way to evade this
prohibition and keep black residents
out of white neighborhoods
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Home Owners'
Loan Corporation
(HOLC) creates
redlining maps
Salt Lake City and Ogden
adopt HOLC-compliant
redlining maps
The Supreme Court
outlaws racial covenants

Today, the legacy of redlining
sustains disparate outcomes in
health, education and housing for
communities of color
The 1949 Housing Act allows
local authorities to segregate
public housing projects
The Fair Housing Act
once again prohibits
housing discrimination
based on race
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The Affirmatively Furthering Fair
Housing Rule requires jurisdictions
that receive federal funds to take
meaningful actions to overcome
patterns of segregation and foster
inclusive communities

The Salt Lake City Council adopts Growing
SLC: A 5-Year Housing Plan, but the plan
relies on redlined zoning boundaries

